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Precise velocity measurement of surface acoustic waves on a bearing ball
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Using the photoacoustic effect of interference fringes scanned at the phase velocity of surface
acoustic waves~SAW!, we excited tone bursts of SAW with a center frequency of around 30 MHz
on a 8 mmf steel bearing ball. A surprisingly large number~around 20 turns! of round-trip
propagations was observed. The time interval between the SAW at the first and the twelfth turn was
as large as 93ms, however it could be determined with a 2 nsresolution since an exact overlapping
of the two wave forms was possible. Thus, we achieved a very high resolution of 0.002% in the
velocity measurement, and a velocity change of 2 m/s due to the deposition of a 50-nm-thick Ag
film was easily detected. Because of its noncontact nature, this method would be useful for
nondestructive evaluation of bearing balls. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Objects with curved surfaces such as rotating axes
machines and bearing balls are important targets of non
structive evaluation~NDE!. For these objects, it is often nec
essary to evaluate the surface or near-surface propertie
ing surface acoustic waves~SAW!. Laser ultrasound1 is
useful for the evaluation of curved surfaces because it
noncontact technique, whereas it is difficult to apply cont
ultrasonic transducers on surfaces of large curvature. T
is however only one paper, by Royeret al.,2 that describes
laser-generated SAW on a sphere. They generated SAW
sphere by focusing aQ-switched yttrium–aluminum–garne
~YAG! laser beam to a spot of about 0.5 mm diameter. T
SAW were detected at the pole3 diametrically opposite to the
source, where the SAW exhibited the largest amplitude
about 3 nm. Since the SAW frequency was low and
bandwidth was broad, the curvature of the surface gave
to a significant dispersion effect3 that changed the wave form
during propagation. Although they determined the intrin
group velocity dispersion of a sphere from signal process
of measured wave forms, the precision was not very h
and errors of around 10 m/s were encountered~Fig. 3 of Ref.
2!. Similarly, Kawaldet al.4 described a single pulse excita
tion of circumferential mode of a cylinder and used the ba
width to determine the dispersion due to a material layer
the cylinder, but the realization of a precision better tha
m/s was not reported.

Recently we developed the phase velocity scann
~PVS! method5 that can selectively excite SAW. In the sca
ning interference fringes~SIF! approach of the PVS
method,6,7 a tone burst~wave packet! of high frequency
SAW ~30–110 MHz! is efficiently excited when the scan
ning velocity n f of the fringes is identical to the phase v
locity nR of the SAW. Because the SAW frequency is hig
and the bandwidth is narrow, the effect of dispersion is n
ligible, and the wave form does not change during propa

a!Electronic mail: yamanaka@material.tohoku.ac.jp
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tion. This is advantageous for high precision veloc
measurement.8 In this letter, we describe high frequenc
SAW generated on a sphere by the PVS method. In part
lar, we show that very precise SAW velocity measurem
with a relative error of around 0.1 m/s is realized on bear
balls, which is useful for sensitive evaluation of surfa
properties.

Experiments were performed on steel bearing balls o
mm diameter. One ball was used as received; we depos
Ag film on the surfaces of the two other balls by vacuu
evaporation, simulating the surface property change du
surface modification or fatigue during use. Although t
thickness of the film was not uniform because of the surf
curvature, the maximum thickness was approximately 50
150 nm, for the two bearing balls.

Figure 1 shows the apparatus for generating and det
ing SAW on a bearing ball. Two YAG laser beams each o
mm diameter, one of which was frequency shifted by
MHz using a Bragg cell, were directed almost perpendi

FIG. 1. Apparaus for generating and detecting SAW on a bearing ba
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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larly to the surface of a ball. Due to the interference of t
two laser beams with different optical frequencies, scann
interference fringes were produced. By adjusting the m
chanical stages, the average spacing of the fringes was m
equal to the wavelength of the SAW, and the scanning
locity of the fringes was made equal to the phase velocity
the SAW, in order to establish an approximate phase ma
ing. The laser has a specially designed long pulse width
around 100 ns, to allow a long interaction time between
fringes and the SAW. The long interaction time is essen
for the selective generation and amplification of the SAW
the PVS method, while suppressing the bulk acoustic wa
~BAW!.8

The SAW propagated repeatedly along an equator of
ball perpendicular to the fringes. They were detected at e
turn by the optical knife edge method with an argon ion la
probe focused at a position 3–4 mm away from the fring
After detection, the frequency component lower than
MHz was filtered out. This filtering serves to reject BAW
which would be generated by the noninterference compon
of the laser beams. Since the laser pulse width is long~100
ns!, the frequency of BAW is less than 10 MHz, which
completely separated from the SAW frequencies.

Figure 2 shows the observed signal. A large numbe
tone bursts were observed. We verified that they are S
rather than BAW by applying a droplet of silicone oil on th
top of the ball. When the droplet was small and did not rea
the path between the fringes and the detection point,
signal was not changed. However, when the droplet reac
the path, the signal completely disappeared. This re
proves that all the signals were SAW and no BAW we
generated. Furthermore, the SAW did not spread over
entire ball surface but were confined within a narrow path
which the fringes and the detection point are located. T
number of round-trip propagations was as large as 20, co
sponding to a total propagation length of 50 cm. The no
near the zero level is due to the 30 MHz signal driving t
Bragg cell, which could be eliminated by careful shieldin

Figure 3~a! shows the expanded signals at the first tu
on the as-received ball~top!, the Ag-coated ball with a maxi
mum thickness of 50 nm~middle!, and with a maximum
thickness of 150 nm~bottom!. Figure 3~b! shows expanded
signals at the twelfth turn. The signals were averaged ove
measurements and digitized with a sampling interval of 2
The signal-to-noise ratio was very high. Although the te
poral separation of signals in~a! and ~b! was large~93 ms!,
their shape was hardly changed.

FIG. 2. Observed signal of SAW with a large number of monotonica
decaying pulses.
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The similarity of the two signals is important for precis
time interval measurements when we apply the pulse e
overlap method or the cross correlation method. To test
similarity, we tried to overlap the signals by shifting th
twelfth signal to the first signal. When the shift was 93.4
ms, the phase of the twelfth signal lagged slightly behind t
of the first signal, as shown in Fig. 4~c!. When the shift was
increased by 8 ns, the phase of twelfth signal was sligh
ahead of that of the first signal, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. How-
ever, when the shift was 93.474ms, a value calculated from
the peak in the cross-correlation function of the two signa
the signals almost completely overlapped, as shown in
4~b!. Because the similarity of the signals was very high
variation of 4 ns led to an easily detectable phase misma
Consequently, the uncertainty in determining the phase d
of the two signals was less than 4 ns at around 2 ns. Since
total time interval was as long as 93ms, the relative magni-
tude of this uncertainty is estimated to be 0.002%.

Taking advantage of this excellent temporal resolutio
we tried to detect a small velocity change due to the dep
tion of a 50- or 150-nm-thick Ag film. In Fig. 3, the differ

FIG. 3. Expanded wave forms of SAW at~a! the first turn and~b! the
twelfth turn.

FIG. 4. Overlap of SAW wave form at the first and twelfth turn.
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ence of the time interval between the first~a! and twelfth~b!
signals due to the deposition of the Ag film is clearly notic
able. This shows the dispersion effect due to the presenc
the thin film. However, even in this case, the dispersion
fect within the narrow bandwidth of the wave form was ne
ligible, and no distortion of the wave form was observed

For quantitative measurement, the cross correla
function of the signals in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! was calculated.
The time interval was determined to be 93.474 and 93.
ms for the as-received ball and Ag-coated ball with a ma
mum thickness of 50 nm, respectively. Since the diamete
each ball was 8.0 mm, the SAW velocity was estimated to
2957.6 and 2955.0 m/s, respectively, indicating a differe
of 2.6 m/s. The SAW velocities obtained in three differe
measurements were plotted as a function of the film thi
ness in Fig. 5. A clear trend is observed for the decreas
SAW velocity with an increase of the Ag film thickness. Th
typical scattering of the measured velocities was around
m/s ~considering that the absolute value was 2958 m/s,
relative scattering was as small as 0.0034%!.

Since the velocity difference due to the 50-nm-thick A
film was 2.6 m/s, the minimum detectable variation of fi
thickness is calculated as 5030.1/2.651.9 nm. This sensitiv-
ity would be enhanced to 0.19 nm at 300 MHz, since
sensitivity is proportional to the acoustic frequency when
film thickness is much less than the wavelength.9 This sen-
sitivity is comparable to the sensitivity reported for the tra
sient grating photoacoustic measurements at 270 MHz.10,11

The long propagation distance of SAW due to the m
tiple round trip propagations is a unique feature realized
the first time in the present work. The reasons for this
summarized as follows.

~1! As in all laser ultrasonic methods, the excitation a
detection was completely contact-free. Therefore
SAW were free from any attenuation or scattering due
the ultrasonic coupler or the transducer.

FIG. 5. SAW velocity as a function of the Ag film thickness.
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~2! In the PVS method, the amplitude of SAW is propo
tional to the laser pulse widthT. The amplitude is larger
than in the conventional laser ultrasound.7

~3! As another feature of the PVS method, BAW are su
pressed when the phase matching condition is satis
by the SAW.8 Thus the SAW are not disturbed by BAW

~4! Since the frequency is 30 MHz and the velocity
around 3000 m/s, the productka of wave number and
ball radius~4 mm! is as large as 80p. In this range ofka,
the dispersion effect is negligible,2,3 and the wave form
does not change with the propagation of SAW, as c
firmed in Fig. 4.

In conclusion, we reported a surface characterizat
method based on multiple round-trip propagations of hig
frequency surface acoustic waves on a bearing ball. We g
erated tone bursts of SAW with a center frequency of
MHz, and observed a surprisingly large number of round-t
propagations. This method is useful for sensitive measu
ment of small changes in SAW velocity, as well as atten
tion and nonlinear effects caused by surface modificati
defects, and residual stresses, since it is free from the diff
tion effect. A highly sensitive NDE system of steel or cera
ics bearing balls may be constructed based on this meth
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